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Abstract—Smartphone motion sensor data are not only accessi-
ble to native mobile apps, but have also become accessible to the
webpages rendered in either mobile browsers or the WebView
components of mobile apps. In this position paper, we highlight
four types of broad and severe user fingerprinting and cross-
site input inference attacks that can exploit the smartphone
motion sensor data to compromise mobile web users’ privacy
and security; we also discuss some research topics for further
investigating the effectiveness of these attacks and designing
usable defense mechanisms.

1. Introduction

Smartphones have become an indispensable communi-
cation and computation platform for billions of users. How-
ever, they have also been severely targeted by cybercrimes,
and substantial benefits such as convenience and efficiency
brought by them to users do not come without the high risks
of security and privacy breaches. Especially, high-resolution
sensors such as accelerometers and gyroscopes are often
equipped in modern smartphones; they have enabled mobile
apps to have richer functionality and better interactivity, but
have also created many new opportunities for attackers to
compromise users’ security and privacy.

Sensor data are not only accessible to native mobile
apps developed in specific programming languages such
as Objective C for iOS and Java for Android platforms,
but have also become accessible to the webpages rendered
in either mobile browsers or the WebView components of
native mobile apps along with the explosion of the mobile
web and HTML5 adoption. Researchers have shown that
sensor data can facilitate some types of smartphone security
and privacy attacks based on the facts that manufacturing
imperfections exist in hardware or the assumptions that
malicious native mobile apps are installed (Section 2). How-
ever, many broad and severe security and privacy attacks
that can occur to smartphone users due to the unrestricted
motion sensor data access on webpages and per users’
browsing behaviors have not been thoroughly examined yet.

In this position paper, we highlight four types of broad
and severe user fingerprinting and cross-site input inference
attacks that can exploit the smartphone motion sensor data
to compromise mobile web users’ privacy and security
(Section 2). Here the mobile web users include mobile web
browser users as well as mobile app users who interact
with the web through the WebView components of apps;
therefore, these attacks can potentially affect almost all the

smartphone users. We also discuss some research topics
for further investigating the effectiveness of these attacks
(Section 3) and designing usable defense mechanisms (Sec-
tion 4), and we sincerely welcome your suggestions.

2. The Four Types of Attacks

Smartphones often contain motion sensors such as ac-
celerometers, gyroscopes, and compasses, environmental
sensors such as thermometers and photometers, and position
sensors such as GPS. We focus on investigating motion
sensors because (1) unlike environmental sensors they often
provide high-entropy data, (2) unlike position sensors they
do not require apps including mobile browsers to obtain
any special access permission, and (3) they are inherently
pertinent to the behaviors of users. In recent years and on
both iOS and Android platforms, browsers and WebView
components have further extended the unrestricted motion
sensor data access to regular webpages loaded on them.
Basically, JavaScript code on regular webpages can register
to receive device orientation events about the device rotation
angles around the z, x, and y axes; it can also register to
receive device motion events about the device rotation rates
and device acceleration forces along the three axes.

Motion sensor data can be accessed by apps and by
JavaScript code on webpages without requiring smartphone
users to grant any special permission because they are
not traditionally considered as sensitive. However, advanced
attacks can exploit such “nonsensitive” motion sensor data
to compromise mobile web users’ security and privacy.

We define four types of advanced attacks as shown
in Figure 1: (a) first-party user fingerprinting, (b) third-
party user fingerprinting, (c) parent-to-child cross-site input
inference, and (d) child-to-parent cross-site input inference.
Fingerprinting attacks aim to compromise privacy, while
cross-site input inference attacks aim to compromise secu-
rity. It is important to note that no malicious app needs
to be installed and no extra configuration or permission
confirmation is needed to perform all these attacks.

2.1. User Fingerprinting Attacks

HTTP cookies are still widely used on both first-party
and third-party websites to track users [14]. However, in
recent years, many advanced tracking techniques (such as
using supercookies, HTTP Etag, HTML5 local storage, and
HTML canvas APIs [1], [3], [11], [12], [15]) have also
become popular on the web.
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Figure 1. Sensor-based attacks: (a) first-party and (b) third-party user fingerprinting; (c) parent-to-child and (d) child-to-parent cross-site input inference.

Fingerprinting is the most challenging type of web track-
ing attacks. As analyzed by Eckersley in the Panopticlick
study [8], for a user, avoiding being tracked (1) by basic
stateful techniques such as HTTP cookies is tricky (e.g.,
need to configure the appropriate settings in browsers), (2)
by advanced stateful techniques such as supercookies is
harder (e.g., need to find ways to disable them), and (3)
by stateless fingerprinting techniques will be most chal-
lenging. The Panopticlick study [8] is more about browser
fingerprinting because the fingerprints are constructed based
on the characteristics of the browsers; anonymous browsing
solutions such as the Tor browser can potentially mitigate
the risks of such attacks. Researchers have also investigated
smartphone fingerprinting by exploiting the manufacturing
imperfections in hardware [4], [6], [7]; calibration and ob-
fuscation techniques can be effective in mitigating such
hardware device fingerprinting attacks [4], [6].

Our fingerprinting attacks (Figures 1(a) and 1(b)) are
different from and complementary to these existing attacks.
Ours are more about user fingerprinting because fin-
gerprints will be constructed based on the behaviors of
users; therefore, they can be performed even across browsers
and smartphones for the same user, and can be harder to
be avoided without affecting the normal functionality of
applications. The basic threat model for our user finger-
printing attacks is that a first-party website (whose domain
is displayed in the browser’s address bar) or a third-party
website (whose documents are embedded, e.g., as iframe
documents, in a first-party website) can exploit browsing
behavioral biometrics obtained from motion sensors to track
a smartphone user even if first-party and third-party persis-
tent cookies are disabled, supercookies are removed, and
browser & hardware device fingerprinting risks are avoided.

Specifically, in the first-party user fingerprinting attacks
(Figure 1(a)), JavaScript code included or embedded in a
first-party website can register to receive the window as-
sociated events for obtaining device orientation and motion
data; although it can also exploit behavioral biometrics by
monitoring DOM (Document Object Model) events, motion
sensor data are more generally accessible and more rep-
resentative of the characteristics of individual users. Even
first-party user fingerprinting attacks can raise severe
privacy concerns because a first-party website may either
purposefully authorize a third-party website to learn about

its users or accidentally allow a third-party website to do so
due to insecure JavaScript inclusion practices, and users may
not want to be tracked by a first-party website in the first
place. Those are also the reasons why all the popular web
browsers provide the privacy configuration features such as
disabling first-party cookies and sending the “Do Not Track”
requests to websites [22].

In the third-party user fingerprinting attacks (Fig-
ure 1(b)), JavaScript code in an iframe child document can
register to receive the window events (from the window
object of the iframe document) for obtaining device orien-
tation and motion data, although it cannot access the DOM
events of the first-party webpage due to the same-origin
policy [21]. Such third-party user fingerprinting attacks
can directly and severely compromise the privacy of mobile
web users, and they can indeed be pervasively performed.
For example, third-party advertisements are often included
in iframes on millions of first-party websites. Malicious or
compromised advertising websites [9], [20] definitely have
the strong motivations to perform such attacks; legitimate
behavioral advertising websites that infer user privacy for
profit [16], [17] also have the strong motivations to do so.

2.2. Cross-site Input Inference Attacks

Researchers have shown that behavioral biometrics ob-
tained from touch-screen and motion sensors can be ex-
ploited to infer smartphone users’ sensitive inputs such as
passwords [2], [5], [10], [13], [18]; however, these existing
studies often assume that a malicious app is installed on a
smartphone to perform the attacks, and they focus more on
investigating attackers’ capabilities of inferring the touch-
screen lock PINs and passwords that could be valuable only
if they are reused by the smartphone owner on some online
services or if the smartphone itself is also stolen.

In our cross-site input inference attacks (Figures 1(c)
and 1(d)), the basic threat model is that malicious JavaScript
code can collect device orientation and motion data corre-
sponding to soft-keyboard typing to build models for infer-
ring users’ sensitive inputs on cross-site web elements, re-
gardless of the protection from the same-origin policy [21].
Note a parent document directly has the URL (context) in-
formation of its child documents, while a child (e.g., iframe)
document can use the document.referrer value to obtain the
URL (context) information of its parent document.
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In the parent-to-child cross-site input inference attacks
(Figure 1(c)), JavaScript code in a parent document can
register to receive the corresponding window events for
obtaining device orientation and motion data, from which it
can further extract the portion of the data associated with the
child window of the child document. The data for the child
document can be feasibly extracted by the parent domain
because keystrokes for an input field in a child document
normally will not trigger temporally correlated DOM events
for input fields in the parent document. The extracted data
will be further analyzed to infer the individual keystrokes
performed on the child document. Parent-to-child cross-site
input inference attacks can cause severe consequences. A
representative scenario is for insecure or even malicious
Web Single Sign-On (SSO) relying party websites [19] to
infer users’ highly valuable SSO identity provider accounts
(e.g., Gmail, Facebook, and Yahoo) typed in iframes.

The child-to-parent cross-site input inference attacks
(Figure 1(d)) are similar to the third-party user finger-
printing attacks (Figure 1(b)) from the perspective of ob-
taining device orientation and motion data, but they have
the different objective of inferring users’ sensitive inputs
on the parent document. Child-to-parent cross-site input
inference attacks can directly and severely compromise the
security of mobile web users, and they can be pervasively
performed also due to the prevalence of using iframes to
include advertisements into millions of first-party websites.
Malicious or compromised advertising websites [9], [20] can
be the main threat sources of such attacks.

3. Effectiveness of the Attacks

Our user fingerprinting attacks and cross-site input in-
ference attacks can be modeled as multi-class classification
problems. For the former, n users are n different classes
with n unique fingerprints, and the problem is to identify if
a current website visitor corresponds to one specific class or
should be a new class. For the later, different soft-keyboard
keys are different classes, and the problem is to identify the
specific keys that are typed by a user on a soft-keyboard for
sensitive web form inputs.

One common approach is to use machine learning algo-
rithms to effectively perform the identification tasks: based
on the collected motion sensor data, basic features such
as acceleration forces and rotation rates will be extracted,
and statistical features such as mean and standard deviation
values will be derived; then, individual or ensemble-based
machine learning classifiers will be trained.

In feature extraction, one main challenge is on segment-
ing (or aligning) the motion sensor data for individual user
actions. Existing studies often simplify the segmentation
task by using the ground truth tap (or key touch) events to
align the corresponding motion sensor data [2], [10], [13],
[18]. Unfortunately, such a simplification is not realistic
for attackers because by default touch/tap events cannot be
directly recorded either across apps or across origins on
webpages. Cai and Chen briefly mentioned that they built a
library of waveform patterns of keystroke motion to perform

segmentation, but did not provide the detailed techniques
and evaluation [5]. This main challenge is definitely worth
further researching besides addressing other challenges such
as determining the relevant features, appropriate classifiers,
and optimal parameters for the four types of attacks.

Formal user studies should be performed to obtain the
data for evaluating the effectiveness of our attacks. In terms
of the user fingerprinting attacks, the overall entropy of
the feature value distribution both between-subjects (for
samples of different users) and within-subjects (for multiple
samples of the same user across browsing sessions) should
be calculated; a high between-subjects entropy and a low
within-subjects entropy can to certain extent confirm that
a feature is relevant. Similar to the Panopticlick study [8],
it is desirable to compute the number of bits of fingerprint
distribution entropy that can be achieved by our attacks.

In terms of the input inference attacks, the research
can focus on detecting the cross-site context of the attacks
and identifying essential procedures that can realistically
lead to accurate data segmentation and keystroke inference.
The following detection procedures are worth researching:
(1) device orientation detection, i.e., accurately detecting
whether the smartphone is in portrait or landscape mode, (2)
keyboard layout detection, i.e., accurately detecting the type
of the soft-keyboard in use thus the reference locations of
the keys, (3) input field detection, i.e., accurately detecting
the context of soft-keyboard typing such as the password or
username field, and (4) keystroke detection, i.e., accurately
detecting the keys that are typed by a user.

4. Usable Defense Mechanisms

One extreme is to completely block webpages’ access to
the motion sensor data, but this approach will immediately
nullify the benefits of using motion sensor data in HTML5
for richer functionality and better interactivity. The other
extreme is to always ask a user to grant or deny motion
sensor data access requests on individual webpages, but this
approach will not be usable or effective because users often
do not pay attention to or do not understand permissions and
often become habituated to granting permissions. Therefore,
it is important to design fine-grained defense mechanisms
that could be more usable and effective in practice.

One potential mechanism is element-based sensor data
access control. For example, a new boolean attribute can
be added for HTML input elements, so that the access
of motion sensor events can be disabled when a user is
typing in (especially password type of) input fields. This
fine-grained element-level access control mechanism can
sufficiently protect against both parent-to-child and child-
to-parent cross-site input inference attacks. It requires a
browser or browser extension to support this new attribute by
disabling the delivery of motion sensor events in appropriate
time windows. It also needs individual websites to opt in
to the protection by setting the attribute value. The opt-in
approach will give websites the maximal adoption freedom
with minimal compatibility issues. This new attribute can be
further extended to HTML forms to make it convenient for
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web developers. This mechanism is completely transparent
to end users, thus having the obvious usability advantages.

The second potential mechanism is frame-based sensor
data access control. For example, a new value for the
iframe sandbox attribute in HTML5 can be added, so that a
child iframe document can access the motion sensor events
only if this new attribute value is specified for the sandbox
attribute by the parent document. This mechanism leverages
the existing HTML5 sandbox mechanism to provide a fine-
grained control of motion sensor events. It can sufficiently
protect against third-party user fingerprinting attacks and
child-to-parent cross-site input inference attacks that could
be performed by an embedded iframe document loaded from
a different origin. Similar to the first mechanism, it requires
a browser or browser extension to support this new sandbox
attribute value, and needs individual websites to opt in to the
protection. This mechanism also has the obvious usability
advantages due to its user transparency.

The third potential mechanism is domain-based sensor
data access control. Similar to existing domain-based pri-
vacy and content settings in web browsers, this mechanism
will take a default-deny or default-allow approach and then
allow a user to define rules to enable or disable the access of
motion sensor data for individual websites. This mechanism
can sufficiently defend against all the four types of attacks
including the first-party user fingerprinting attacks that can-
not be defended by the first two mechanisms. A relatively
simple support from a browser or browser extension is
needed to implement this mechanism, but the main challenge
is for users to become aware of this mechanism and properly
use it. In other words, this mechanism is not transparent to
users, and usability could be its main disadvantage.

The fourth potential mechanism is domain and attack
specific data perturbation. Basically, a browser or browser
extension first detects the specific attacks that may occur
by analyzing the frame relationship and event registration
activities (Figure 1), and then perturbs (e.g., adding noise
to or decreasing collection frequency of) the sensor data
that will be delivered to the corresponding receiver. The
potential perturbation algorithms can leverage the results of
the research on attacks (Sections 3), so that the effectiveness
of the corresponding attacks can be decreased to the max-
imum extent without affecting the normal functionality of
applications. This mechanism can be used to defend against
all the four types of attacks, but its protection is statistical
rather than deterministic as in the first three mechanisms.
However, its obvious advantages are that it only needs to be
deployed at the client side, and it is transparent to users.

5. Conclusion

We highlighted four types of sensor-based mobile web
fingerprinting and cross-site input inference attacks, and
discussed some research topics for further investigating the
effectiveness of these attacks and designing usable defense
mechanisms. We hope to raise researchers’ and developers’
attention to these attacks, and welcome your discussions.
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